DIES COMMITTEE ADVISORS
FAKE INVESTIGATION OF FASCIST ACTIVITIES IN U.S.

Committee Fails to Call Main Witnesses But Evidence Disclosed is Enough to Reveal Fascist Movement

Recalling that the committee will soon ask for a $25,000 grant to conduct an investigation of fascist activities in the United States, the committee is on the lookout for evidence of a fascist movement to be admitted into the hearings.

In questioning witnesses during the session on May 23, the committee's new advisors revealed evidence of a fascist movement, but the witnesses were reluctant to testify.

The committee's advisors revealed that they were gathering evidence to support their claim that fascism is a real threat to American democracy.

The advisors claimed that the fascist movement is gaining strength and is a serious threat to democracy.

The advisors also revealed that they have evidence of fascist activity in various parts of the country, including the Midwest and the West Coast.

The advisors promised to release more evidence in the future and to continue their investigation of fascist activities.

TWIN CITY UNIONS CALL FOR HUG-WPA PROTEST PARADE

United Front Meeting, Set for June 2, is Expected to Be LargestEver Held in Area

(Continued on Page 3)

COUGHTIN--AN ENEMY OF TRADE UNIONISM

Father Coughlin poses as a friend of the worker, but he is a powerful enemy of the labor movement. His pretended compassion for the unprivileged is just so much hypocrisy.

Coughlin favors the abolition of all real trade unions. He plucks for the company union in preference to the authentic American Federation of Labor.

This is Coughlin's real job, just as it is the program of America's chiefirling families.

(Continued on Page 5)

BLESSES A COMPANY UNION

A union is a corporation, and Coughlin is a corporation. The Coughlin and the Chryslers and the Ford's went wrong. The workers suffered. Their union won.

Theeuwens havepson必and for strike to better conditions. On November 15, 1935, all the workers in the Goodrich Company of Akron, Ohio, went on strike for better conditions. The workers were represented by the United Auto Workers. The company refused the workers' demands. The workers went on strike. The workers' union won.

The workers' victory was a victory for the working class. The workers' union was able to negotiate better working conditions for the workers.

(Continued on Page 5)

PLAN DEMONSTRATION ON WPA CUTS FOR JUNE 28

Plan for demonstration on WPA cuts for June 28 is under discussion. The demonstration will take place on June 28.

(Continued on Page 5)

LEADING MUNITION OF FRENCH FOURTH INT'L FACES DEATH FROM ANTI-MILITARY WORK

Investigation on the use of WPA funds is under way. The investigation will be completed in the near future.

(Continued on Page 5)

SLOW RESPONSE OF BRANCHES IS PERIL TO TWIC-EWEEK APPEAL

First returns from the emergency campaign for the branches of the American Federation of Labor indicate that the Appeal for aid to the unemployed has been met with a slow response.

The Appeal for aid to the unemployed has been met with a slow response.

(Continued on Page 5)

WAR NOTE

WASHINGTON, D.C. - The Committee for a Just Peace at the World Congress of Peace and Democracy, which will be held in Moscow next month, has issued a call for action to support the Appeal for aid to the unemployed.

(Continued on Page 5)
In the Labor Unions

By B. J. WIDICK

The Ohio Federation of Teachers, which is the largest teachers' union in the state of Ohio, has been on strike for the past two days, bringing the total to 12,000 teachers in the state of Ohio. The teachers are demanding an increase in salary, and the strike is expected to continue for at least another week.

One state-wide school strike has been reported as the teachers' union continues to negotiate with the state legislature for a contract agreement.

For Labor Unity

By Paul A. G. F. of the A.F.L. to present a national referendum on the possibility of merging with the C.I.O.

All home-labor leaders were invited to attend the meeting by the A.F.L. and C.I.O. leaders, and to consider the question of the future of the labor movement in the United States.

Trainmen Meet

Another convention was held in the same city by the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen, and the meetings were closed with the passing of the labor unions that are expected to be at the convention.

What a convention! All sea...
In the World of Labor

Fourth Internationalists Organize Anti-Nazi Fight in Denmark

By Paul G. Stevens

It is not often that an international movement of the Fourth Internationalists, whenever a group in Denmark is preparing for action, is made to the point where the government attempts to throw down the gauntlet with a difficult battle. This group has announced that they have adopted a program of resistance to the German occupation in Denmark.

The Fourth Internationalists, under their leadership, have been able to secure the support of the workers in Denmark and to mobilize a large body of people to fight the Nazis. This has been done by organizing a series of meetings and other public events, and by circulating leaflets and other literature among the workers. The government has attempted to suppress this activity by arresting and accusing the leaders of the movement, but they have been unsuccessful. The movement continues to grow in strength and to expand its influence.

Friendship for Labor Is So Much Eyewash

Continued from Page 1

(Campaign for Labor Solidarity)

of the National Guard

The AMG was a secret organization of soldiers, founded in 1914, which later became a part of the Nazi party. In 1933, it was dissolved and its members were incorporated into the Hitler Youth Organization.

Coughlin's stand on the stand-in chair in the Labor Is So Much Eyewash Is A Timely One

By Felix Morrow

The AMG was a secret organization of soldiers, founded in 1914, which later became a part of the Nazi party. In 1933, it was dissolved and its members were incorporated into the Hitler Youth Organization.

New International to Suspend Publication, Unless...

The New International, a socialist newspaper published in the United States, has announced that it will suspend publication unless it can find a new publisher. The newspaper has been in publication for over 50 years and has had a significant influence on the development of American socialism. However, the newspaper has faced financial difficulties in recent years and has been forced to consider suspending publication.

The New International has been critical of the leadership of the Socialist Party of America and has supported the formation of a new socialist political party. The newspaper has also been a strong advocate of international solidarity and has extensively covered the struggles of workers around the world.

On the Line... with Bill Morgan

The Workers Party, headed by Bill Morgan, has been a major force in the American labor movement. The party has been dedicated to the struggle for workers' rights and has been active in organizing strikes and other forms of worker activity. The party has also been involved in political campaigns and has supported a number of candidates who have been elected to public office.
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Society Notes

Refugee Family Dying from Gas Poisoning, Charged with Homicide

By Felix Morrow

In Chicago, a refugee family of six, including four young children, was found in their apartment on the second floor of a tenement building. The family had been living in the United States for several months, and had been granted political asylum by the federal government.

The family's apartment was found to be filled with gas, and the children were found to be in a critical condition. The mother, who was pregnant, was found to be unconscious, and the children were found to be in a state of shock.

The family was charged with first-degree murder, and the father was held in custody. The mother and children were taken to the hospital, where they remain in critical condition.

The family had been living in poverty, and had been struggling to make ends meet. They had been forced to live in a small apartment, and had been unable to afford proper medical care for their children.

The family's story highlights the desperate situation of many refugees in the United States. They are often forced to live in poor conditions, and are at risk of facing serious health problems. The government must do more to ensure the safety and well-being of all refugees, and to provide them with the support they need to survive.
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M-Day for M.D.'s: Mobilizing the Medical Profession for War

In the next Medical World the Medical Profession Will Not Be Asked to Volunteer Its Services — the Generals Are Already Meeting to Draft the Medical Service Plan

BY SAM PETERS

The May issue of Medical World, the official journal of the American Medical Association, contains the special call of the editor, Dr. Peter Torney, for the voluntary submission of the services of American physicians and surgeons to the United States Public Health Service. The author describes how the United States Public Health Service has arranged an organization of medical men to be used in the event of war, and how their services will be volunteered, as they now are, for service in the United States, and how they will be used.

As the War Department, which has already very carefully considered the matter of using active-duty physicians and surgeons, is preparing its plans for the coming emergency, the medical profession is being asked to volunteer its services.

The result of the M-Day Plan will be that "many more doctors than ever before," wrote the editor, "will be ready to serve in the armed forces."

The United States Public Health Service is already ready to order physicians and surgeons into service on the first day of the war, and the War Department has already made plans for the first day of the war.

The request for physicians and surgeons to volunteer is for the first time ever in the history of the United States Public Health Service.

M-Day, therefore, is a time to show our leaders, and the armed forces, that we are ready to serve in the war effort.

BY JAMES BURNHAM

Our Government

There is no easy way to launch a new society, or even to get anything started. But there is a way to build a better world, and this is it. It is to organize the people and the institutions of society to work together to create a better world.

World's Fair Notes

A chapter of T.E. Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom. The book has been published.

BY CLARENCE W. MANN
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